


Tari Tour is the member of Russian 
Association of Tour Agencies (RST), 

International association “World Without 
Borders”, ASTA (USA), ETOA (Europe), 

Global Passenger Network (GPN)



Tari Tour, founded in 1993, has more than 25
years of expertise in travel to Russia

Our partners are the most famous and 
world’s leading tour operators



We organize tours of any complexity 
upon the requests of our partners :

• Moscow
• St.Petersburg
• The Golden Ring of Russia
(Suzdal, Vladimir, Kostroma, Yaroslavl)
Sochi – the Capital of XXII Winter Olympic 

Games
• Other cities and regions of Russia
(Kazan, Chechnya, Yekaterinburg, 
Novosibirsk, Irkutsk, Vladivostok, 
Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky)



Kazan is the capital of the Republic of Tatarstan, an ancient city with a long history, located 
on the left Bank of the Volga river. There are several legends associated with the name of the city. 
According to the most common of them, Kazan comes from the Tatar word "Kazan" - cauldron. Legend 
has it that the city was founded at the place where water boiled in a cauldron dug into the ground 
without fire. The symbol of the city depicted on the coat of arms is the mythical dragon-like creature 
Zilant.
The richness of the Muslim religion strikes the imagination of even the most pampered people. This 
religion does not consist in a set of special books and attributes, it is a whole culture in which the 
place of men and women is clearly defined and their interaction is also spelled out in religious books. 
There are a lot of places in Kazan that are the keepers of this culture and visiting them you can get 
acquainted with the origins and subtleties of Islam.



Kazan
4* Hotels

Courtyard by Marriott Kazan Kremlin  4*

The hotel is located in the historical center of Kazan, within 
walking distance of the architectural ensemble of the Kazan 
Kremlin and the Kul-Sharif Mosque, the Syuyumbike Tower and 
other attractions. At the same time, the hotel is far from the 
city bustle.Courtyard hotels provide everything you might 
need on a trip, taking into account a wide variety of needs. 
Thanks to this, your stay in more than 900 hotels around the 
world is guaranteed to be positive. For example, there is a 
large selection of dishes that will appeal to everyone. All 
Internet connection options, including free Wi-Fi*. As well as 
information about local attractions in the electronic guide Go 
Board°.Basic amenitiesBreakfast-buffetFree high-speed 
InternetHigh-speed Internet for a feeOrdering in-room 
diningConference rooms for eventsOn-site restaurantFitness
centre



Kazan
4* Hotels

DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel Kazan City Center 4*

Surrounded by shops and restaurants, our hotel is located one 
block from the Bulak river and the night clubs on Bauman 
street. We are a five-minute drive from the historical center of 
Kazan, two kilometers from the Kazan Kremlin, Kul Sharif 
mosque and Kremlevskaya metro station. Upon arrival, guests 
can enjoy views of St. Peter and Paul Cathedral and warm 
DoubleTree cookies.Basic amenitiesBreakfast-buffetfree
WiFiHilton Honors offers free Wi-Fi in the rooms and 
throughout the hotel.Non-Smoking roomOur hotel is 100% 
smoke-free.There is a restaurant on siteYou don't have to go 
far to find great food and drinks.Free parkingAll our guests can 
enjoy free on-site Parking.Fitness centreOur fitness center has 
everything you need for a great workout.Business centrePrint, 
Fax, and more on-site.Room serviceGet great food from the 
comfort of your room.Meeting roomHilton EventReady with 
CleanStay helps you create a clean, flexible, safe, and socially 
responsible event experience. An additional fee is charged for 
the event.



Kazan
4* Hotels

Ramada Kazan City Center 4*Hotel

Ramada Kazan city Center, like all hotels in the Wyndham Hotels & Resorts 
chain, strives to get closer to nature and encourages its employees to adhere 
to the principles of environmental friendliness, careful attitude and 
environmental protection.In turn, the hotel offers guests 100% clean drinking 
water, energy-saving lamps,eco-friendly detergents, using mainly natural 
materials inroom configuration, garbage collection and disposal.The hotel has 
established a permanent environmental Committee, which meets monthly to 
discuss reducing the burden on the environment and saving resources.We are 
eternally grateful that our guests are helping families with sick children who 
are being treated at the children's Republican clinical hospital in Kazan. We are 
infinitely confident that together we can make both children and parents feel 
at home during treatment, and can forget about diseases and pain for a while. 
Together we make the world a little brighter and kinder!We are infinitely proud 
that our employees donate blood at the blood transfusion station. Our regular 
donors save someone's life, return someone's loved ones, give hope for 
recovery, for a new life.Basic amenitiesBreakfast-buffet on weekdays from 
06.30 to 10.30 (when paying the rate with Breakfast); on Saturday, Sunday and 
public holidays from 07.00 to 11.00;welcome water in the room;fitness center 
services (gym);underground Parking space;unlimited use of Wi-Fi Internet;For
our little guests, children's Slippers, bathrobes, shampoo, cots and pots are 
available on request.



Kazan
4* Hotels

Korston Tower Kazan 4*

This is not only the largest hotel in Kazan, but also the 
only club hotel in the Volga region. You simply do not 
need to go beyond Korston in Kazan. Feel the special 
atmosphere and hospitality of the Korston hotel in Kazan 
Korston is a group of companies that includes a number 
of companies connected to each other by partnership 
and property relations, shared capital, as well as 
strategic tasks for the development of the Korston
network in the regions of Russia and organizational 
work.Corston consolidates their capital and human 
resources, which have significant experience in the 
creation and operation of hotel, office, entertainment 
and shopping complexes. 



Kazan most popular
attractions:

• Kazan Kremlin and Kul Sharif Mosque
• National Museum of the Republic of Tatarstan
• Staro-Tatarskaya Sloboda
• Mullin's house with tea party
• "Ostrov-grad Sviyazhsk»
• Chak-chak Museum



Kazan popular moslem tours:

Great Bulgars (Bulgars) sightseeing tour of the middle ages
GREAT BULGARIANS (with lunch 12 hours) - bus tour to the former capital of Volga Bulgaria, known in the 
Muslim world as "Northern Mecca" on the territory of the ancient settlement preserved buildings of the XIII-XIV 
centuries. 
Today, this place is a constant object of attention of scientists and a place of pilgrimage for Muslims. 
WHAT WE VISIT IN BULGARIA:
Museum of the Bulgarian civilization, the Museum of Turkic-Tatar writing, Koran Museum (Memorial sign), the 
Museum "House doctor", the Museum of the history of the Church of the Dormition Bulgarian settlement, 
Gabdrakhman of Sahaba cosy (the well of gabdrakhman), the White mosque.



Great Bulgars (Bulgars) tour

The Bulgarian historical and architectural Museum-reserve is the northernmost monument in the worldmedieval Muslim 
architecture, a unique and unique example of Bulgarian-Tatar architecturearchitecture of the mid-XIII-XIV centuries.
It has no analogues in the world as a valuable historical monument, testifying to the disappeared States (Volga Bulgaria, Golden 
Horde) that disappearedculture, way of life and as a significant influence during the X-XV centuries.culture, architecture.
The territory of the Bulgarian historical and architectural complex is:
• archaeological evidence of the past that demonstrates a human presence from the middle of theI Millennium ad, an 
outstanding example of the type of construction, architectural and landscape ensemble,illustrating several significant periods in 
the history of mankind, an example of arrangementpeople and settlement of the territory;
• the place of official adoption of Islam by the Volga Bulgarians-the ancestors of the Kazan Tatars in 922;
• a place of religious worship, pilgrimage of Muslims to their shrines since the XVI century.
• location of the first capital of the Golden Horde in the XIII century (Batu Khan's headquarters and Jochi Ulus)and the minting 
of the first Golden Horde coins under Berke in the 1250s.
• a place associated with the stay of outstanding personalities: at the beginning of the XIII century.
Bulgarian-Tatarpoet Kul-Gali, in the first half of the XIII century. Batu Khan, in the XVIII century. Emperor Peter I, EmpressCatherine
II, Russian poet G. R. Derzhavin, academician of the Russian Academy of Sciences P. S. Pallas,in the 19th century, the Russian poet 
A. S. Pushkin, the orientalist I. N. Berezin, and the Tatar religiousand public figure sh.Marjani, artists of the brothers N. G. and G. G. 
Chernetsov, I. I. Shishkin,A. K. Savrasov, in the XX century. Tatar poet G.Tukaya and many others;
• one of the first places in the Russian Empire associated with attention to the problems of conservation and 

restorationmonuments at the state level.
The cultural landscape has remained unchanged for thousands of years. Jerusalem ravineit has existed since pre-Mongol times. 
The Bulgarian settlement is preserved to the present dayits borders, defensive structures in the form of a rampart and ditch. 
Borders of the village founded in the XVIIIV., remain unchanged to the present time. In 2014, the site was included in the UNESCO 
world heritage List at the 38th session of the UNESCO world heritage Committee. Bulgarian historical and archaeological complex 
became the 1002nd place in the List



MAGNIFICENT SPA HOTEL in 
Bulgaria

Kol Gali Resort&Spa 5*

Kol Gali resort & Spa is located in Bolgar, 9 km from the 
National art gallery. It offers a restaurant, free private 
Parking, free bike rental and a bar. It features a garden 
and a terrace. It offers a 24-hour front Desk, airport 
transfer, room service and free Wi-Fi throughout.The air-
conditioned rooms feature a flat-screen TV with satellite 
channels, a kettle, a bidet, a Hairdryer and a Desk. 
Rooms at the hotel have a wardrobe and a private 
bathroom.The 5-star Kol Gali resort & Spa offers a sauna 
and a children's Playground. You can play table tennis at 
this hotel, and the area is popular for Hiking and 
Cycling.Most popular amenities and services2 swimming 
poolsCoffee/tea making facilities in all 
roomsBarExcellent BreakfastPrivate beach areaFree Wi-
Fi is available throughout the hotel.



Kazan popular moslem tours:

Bilyarsk
Bilyarsk is a village in the Alekseyevsky district of the Republic of Tatarstan, founded in 1654.On the South-
Eastern edge of the village is located Bilyar settlement-a medieval city in Volga Bulgaria (X-XIII century).
In Russian historical Chronicles, the city begins to be mentioned since 1164 (the Laurentian chronicle) under the 
name of the Great City. Since the XII century, it was the capital of Volga Bulgaria. The last mention of the Great 
city dates back to 1236, when the city was sacked and burned during the Mongol invasion.
The archaeological remains of the city-Bilyarsk settlement, are located on the South-Eastern outskirts of the 
village of Bilyarsk (including its South-Eastern half). Bilyarsk settlement is part of Bilyarsk state historical and 
archaeological and natural Museum-reserve.Bilyar state historical, archaeological and natural Museum-reserve 
is a Museum-reserve in the Alekseyevsky district of the Republic of Tatarstan. The reserve includes the historical 
and archaeological Museum, Bilyarskoye settlement, Balynguzskoye settlement, Gorkinskoye and Nikolsk-
Baranskoye settlements, natural landscape and historical and cultural monuments, a cemetery with a chapel-
crypt of the famous organic chemist A. M. Butlerov, the house-Museum of academician A. E. Arbuzov, the 
architectural and religious complex "Holy key".
WHAT we VISIT in BILYARSK: sightseeing tour of Bilyarsk, Holy spring, Historical and archaeological Museum



Bilyarsk tour

Holy spring 

a place of pilgrimage for Muslims As part of the Bilyar Museum-reserve, there are 
several museums: the historical and archaeological Museum, the Arbuzov house-
Museum, and in the future we expect to open a historical and ethnographic Museum.



Bilyarsk tour

The basis for the creation of the archaeological Museum is a large number of unique items that were found in 
the course of archaeological research, started in 1967 under the leadership of A. H. Khalikov on the site of the 
capital of Volga Bulgaria - Bilyar. In the middle ages, the Great city of Bilyar was an administrative, economic, 
commercial and cultural center. Found items aArchaeology is displayed in the newly created Museum on the 
territory of the "Holy key". Among the exhibits you can see household items created by artisans: potters, 
metallurgists, glassblowers, bronzers, bone cutters and jewelers. Highly developed craft contributed to a wide 
trade. Preserved tools and samples of grain crops, which confirms the high development of agriculture. The 
Bilyar collections contain hundreds and thousands of items that reflect, as if in a mirror, the high culture of the 
ancient city's population.



Bilyarsk tour

The Bilyar settlement is still quite an impressive sight. Currently, you can see the fortifications, as well as the 
Foundation of the Cathedral mosque and the houses of the nobility.

Our region is the birthplace of the great chemical scientists A. M. Butlerov and A. E. Arbuzov. Talented 
scientists, founders of organic chemistry A. M. Butlerov and an outstanding scientist, founder of the scientific 
school of organophosphorus chemists A. E. Arbuzov made their small homeland and Russia famous all over the 
world with their discoveries and made an invaluable contribution to world science. The exposition of the 
Arbuzov house-Museum tells about their life and activities.
The pearl of the reserve is covered with legends "Holy Key", which is located three kilometers North-West of 
the village, in the forest, in the most beautiful place at the foot of the mountain"Khuzhalar Tyvy". According to 
scientists, there was a pagan sanctuary that functioned in the 9th-10th centuries. A spring that has become 
"sacred" due to its healing properties and location in a secluded place protected from cold winds by a 
mountain. Past century. Generations changed. But the tract "Holy key" has retained its glory.



Halal Restaurants in Kazan:

Bakhcha restaurant
Eastern restaurant Bakhcha is a great place to disconnect from busy everyday life, listen to pleasant music and 
have a delicious dinner or lunch with friends or lovers. The restaurant's menu consists of traditional Uzbek and 
Oriental dishes. And for the youngest guests, a special menu. The chic interior is ideal for significant 
celebrations.
AVERAGE CHECK from 20EUR/ person



Halal Restaurants in Kazan:

Shah restaurant
The Shah restaurant is a unique place where everyone can discover something new and plunge into the little 
history of the Great East. Breakfast-Lunch-Dinner will definitely not leave you indifferent. European, 
Eastern,Caucasian, Russian, and Tatar cuisine is provided at Your service. Immerse yourself in the chic world of 
fine dining and modern interiors. Beautiful musical accompaniment used in the restaurant will allow you to 
enjoy any holiday. 
AVERAGE CHECK from 20EUR/ person



Halal Restaurants in Kazan:

Marhaba teahouse restaurant
The restaurant "Teahouse Marhaba" you feel like visiting the Sultan himself. Spacious halls, Oriental carved 
decors, cozy colorful sofas, shiny vessels in niches-here every detail reminds of the mysterious and alluring East 
with its centuries-old traditions and rich culture. In such an environment, you want to forget about everyday 
things and think about eternity, sitting in an easy chair and having a leisurely conversation with an interesting 
interlocutor.
AVERAGE CHECK from 20EUR/ person



Halal Restaurants in Kazan:

Medina café restaurant type
The restaurant project "Medina" has 4 restaurants, each of which tells a fascinating story. During the day, 
people come to the Halal cafe for business Lunches, business meetings are held here, and in the evening, 
guests enjoy tasting original cocktails and listening to live music. During the weekend, the best family Halal cafe 
"Uryuk" pleases its youngest guests, for whom artists of the best Moscow theaters prepare special programs
AVERAGE CHECK from 15EUR/ person



We wish You a successful 
seasonand regular customers!

Your group of companies"Tari
Tour»
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